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Patriotism and Revolution
FASCISM is a creed of patriotism and revolution. For
Hie first time a strong movement emerges, which on the
one hand is loyal to King and Country, and on the other
hand stands for far-reaching and revolutionary changes
in government, in economics, and in life itself. Hitherto,
patriotism has been associated with those who wish to
keep things as they are; revolution has been associated
with a flabby internationalism which sets the interests of
foreign countries before those of Britain. The watchword
of Fascism is “Britain First”. We love our country', but
we are determined to build a country worthy of that love.
Things camiot remain as they are: we must have great
changes to adapt modem Britain to modem fact. True
patriotism finds expression for the first time in the revo
lution of Fascism.
II Action
THE first necessity' of the day is action. Again and again,
the people have voted for programmes of action. Again
and again they have been betrayed by the existing parties

and frustrated by the present system. Conservatives have
tried to keep things as they are, and to maintain what
they call the stability of the State. For the purpose of
resisting change, they have appealed to loyalty and patri
otism. But to resist change in an age when change is
necessary, is to threaten the stability and safety of the
State, and is the reverse of patriotism. Socialists, on the
other hand, have talked of progress, but have sought it in
the endless discussions of talkative committees. They
have rejected and derided the great instruments of lead
ership and decision by which alone things can be done
and progress can be achieved. So their talk of progress
has ended in chaos and in flight from responsibility.
Fascism combines progress with the executive instru
ments of loyalty, decision and voluntary discipline, by
which alone things can be done and ordered progress can
be secured. The true patriotism of Fascism will carry- the
changes that are necessary, by principles and by methods
which bring change with order and efficiency.
HI Fascist Organisation
FASCISTS bind themselves together to serve their coun
try' in a voluntary discipline, because without discipline
they realise that nothing can be done. The black shirts
which they wear symbolise their determination to save
the nation. They are not afraid to stand out from their
fellows as men dedicated to the service and revival of
their country-. The wearing of the black shirt by our more
active members break down all barriers of class within
our ranks, for all are dressed alike. (The wearing of the

Blackshirt is not compulsory.) The salute is the recogni
tion of a brother Fascist who is inspired by the same
passionate ideal of national service.
Fascism, like every political creed this country has
ever known, is common to all great countries, but Fas
cism is more in keeping with the British character than
any other political faith. For the essence of Fascism is
teamwork, the power to pull together and to sink individ
ual interests in the service of the nation. This we claim
has been the leading characteristic of the British people
at every great moment of our history.
IV Unemployment and the Modern Problem
FASCISM believes that the present world trouble of
unemployment is the inability of the people to buy and
consume the goods which industry produces. Every day
rationalisation and scientific development enable indus
try to produce more goods with less labour. The power
to produce increases, but the power to consume does not
increase. In addition Britain is faced with a particular
problem because she is the greatest exporting nation in
the world. Foreign markets are continually closing
against us for the simple reason that other nations are
determined themselves to produce die goods which they
consume.

V The Corporate State
Fascism solves the problem of unemployment and pov
erty by establishing the Corporate State, which will be

divided into National corporations governed by repre
sentatives of employers, workers and consumers, operat
ing under Fascist government. The State will not attempt
to conduct industry as it would under Socialism, instead,
the State will lay down the limits within which industry'
may operate, and those limits will be the national wel
fare. Private ownership will be permitted and encour
aged, provided such activity enriches the nation as well
as the individual. All interests that operate against the
nation will be rigorously suppressed.
The function of the Corporations will be to raise
wages and salaries over the whole field of industry as
science, rationalisation and industrial technique in
crease the power to produce. Consumption will be
adjusted to production and a Home Market will be
provided by the higher purchasing power of our own
people.
¥1 The Export Trade
THE export trade will be supported by the Corporate
sy stem in the unification of our buying and selling ar
rangements abroad, which will enable industry to speak
with one voice, and government for the first time to
support our export trade. Our trade motto will be:
“Britain Buys from Those who Buy from Britain ”
We shall transfer elsewhere our purchases of food stuffs
and raw materials if those from whom we buy will not
buy from us in return. By these means we will force
goods into markets now closed against us until we have
built a self contained Empire which makes us independ

ent of foreign markets.
VII Fascist Empire
We seek to build a Britain as far as possible self con
tained, and an Empire completely self-contained. We
seek to create a great area of the earth with a far higher
standard of civilisation than prevails elsewhere, which is
immune from the chaos of struggle and collapse. For this
purpose Fascism will exclude foreign goods. Tariffs are
useless because they tax the consumer without keeping
out foreign goods which are the product of cheap slave
labour in foreign countries. Within the empire we can
produce all manufactured goods, foodstuffs and raw
materials which we require. Modem science enables us
to do it in abundance, for we have passed from the
economics of poverty to the economics of plenty, and
great nations can be self contained once they are organ
ised and scientifically protected from the shocks and
dislocations of world chaos. Such organisation will help
to preserve the peace of this country and the world, for
the prime cause of war is the international struggle for
markets and raw materials, supported by international
finance. A self-contained Empire will be withdrawn
from that struggle, and the risks of war will be dimin
ished. Britons will not fight again except in defence of
their own homes and empire. Fascist movements now
make rapid progress in all the great Dominions, and are
federated with the British Union of Fascists in the New
Empire Union.

VIII Agriculture: A Fascist Three Year Plan
FASCISM stresses the importance of reviving the great
agricultural industry, which has been betrayed by all
parties. At present we produce £280,000,000 per annum
of our total food supplies into this country', and we
import £220.000,000 worth from foreign countries, and
£140,000,000 worth from the Dominions. Under a three
year plan. Fascism will nearly double the production of
British agriculture by the total exclusion of foreign
goods. We can raise home production to £500,000,000 a
year, and yet give the Dominions under Fascist govern
ment a better market than, they enjoy today. The prices
of farming produce must be fixed in advance, and the
profiteering middleman ruthlessly suppressed. The
higher purchasing power of the industrial worker under
Fascism will afford the farmer an economic price for his
product and a living wage for his workers. The higher
purchasing power of the farming population, wrhen agri
cultural production is increased, will take the place of
our vanishing foreign markets, in buying many of the
products of our present export trade. The countryside
shall be restored to prosperity, and shall contribute a
healthv, virile manhood to build the Greater Britain of
the future.
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IX Aliens & International Finance
FASCISM alone will deal with the alien menace, be
cause Fascism alone puts “Britain First.” Under Fas
cism, no alien shall enter this country to take the jobs of
Britons, and aliens already here who have abused the

hospitality of this nation will be sent back to whence
they came. Fascism will deal, not only with the poor
aliens who are here seeking jobs; Fascism will deal also
with the great alien financiers of the City7 of London who
use the financial power of Britain in the interests, not of
this country7, but of foreign countries. These men are the
real alien menace, for by their foreign investments they
are using British money to finance our competitors
against us all over the world. The interest on the loans
they have made to foreign countries come back to them
in the shape of cheap goods which undercut our standard
of life and deprive our people of employment Fascism
alone will deal faithfully with the alien menace, in what
ever quarter it rears its head.
X Leadership-Parliament-Liberty
FASCISM is the leadership of the nation. It is not dicta
torship in the old sense of the w7ord, which implies
government against the will of the people. It is dictator
ship in the modem sense of that word, which implies
government amied by the people with complete power
of action to overcome problems which must be solved if
the nation is to live. We seek to achieve our aims bv
peaceful, legal and constitutional means with the willing
consent of the nation declared at a General Election.
Fascist Government, however, will at once take power to
act by securing from the first Fascist Parliament com
plete power of action for the Government. Without the
power to act and the will to act, nothing can be done.
Fascist Government, will use the power given it by the

first Fascist Parliament for the reconstruction of the
nation. At the end of the first Fascist Parliament, another
election will be held, on an occupational and not on a
geographical franchise. Men and women will vote
within their own industries with a real knowledge of the
persons and subjects with which they are dealing.
Women who are not in industry will vote as wives and
mothers, and will thus be represented for the first time by
people competent to speak for the great national interest
which they represent. Women will not be compelled to
retire from industry, but the high wages of their hus
bands under the Corporate system will make it possible
for them to retire if they wish, and the present competi
tion between men and women in industry will thus be
ended. In the new Parliament, every7 interest and aspect
of national life will be represented, but every interest
will be subordinate to the welfare of the nation as a
whole. Thus a technical and not a political Parliament
will be elected to assist Government in the problems of
a technical age. Thereafter, the policy and personnel of
the Government as a whole will be submitted direct to
the people to judge by vote. Government will no longer
depend on the intrigues and manoeuvres of conflicting
parties, but on the will of the nation directly expressed.
Thus the people will retain full liberty to approve or
reject the policy of the Government, but a Government
so approved and supported will have power to act and to
end economic chaos. Fascism declares that the real lib
erty7 is economic liberty, and this cannot come until the
end of economic chaos. Government cannot end eco

nomic chaos without power to act, and that power to act
can only come from Fascism. Good wages, short hours,
good houses, opportunities for culture and recreation are
the real liberty. The mass of the people are being robbed
of that real liberty today by the false liberty of a few old
men to talk for ever in the present Parliamentary7 system.
Talk and action do not go together, and action is the
necessity of today. We will end talk with a new system,
in which the whole resources of the nation are mobilised
for action.
The Blackshirts of Fascism, by their struggle and
sacrifice, offer the nation a new leadership and a new
road to national salvation. We ask you to follow that
lead through the ending of class war, reaction and
chaos, to the building of a Britain worthy of our pride
and of our love.
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